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INTRODUCTION

The South Korean music industry is becoming more recognizable as the 

days goes by. The KPOP market is getting bigger with more than 100 mil-

lion fans all over the world. As the market grows, KPOP fans show their 

support for their idols in various ways; like picking up the hottest merchan-

dise, and showing support in the many cities they come to perform.

 

KPOP fans spend many hours online to buy concert tickets just to see 

their idol up close and personal. Meeting their idol is the end goal to a long 

but exciting journey. These are more of an old tradition way of fans ap-

proaching their idols. More and more artists, entertainment groups, fans, 

and creators use what’s known as NFT to share their love for KPOP.
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MARKET

The cryptocurrency has steadily evolved and proven itself with

massive adoption by retail institutions. It is now utilized as a means

of household items, clothing, hotel booking, basketball merchandise,

and lists keep expanding. The focal point of this project is to ease

the adoption of cryptocurrencies and permit the customers to

make interactions with their KPOP idols and purchase goods that

are related to KPOP and service using digital assets through an

advanced and highly secured platform enabled by blockchain

technology.
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KPOP FAN TOKEN

KPOP fans token is a utility token that gives KPOP fans some influence

in Korean pop music by using the app and social service. This token

acts as a membership key that allow users to compete for

recognition of exclusive rewards and many more. This token gives

special access for promotions, VIP events, licensed digital photos

and moments from your favorite KPOP idols, and the possibility to

win a full KPOP experience in Korea.
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MISSION

We are building a KPOP NFT marketplace:

- On our platform artists can release new albums, photo books,

   music videos, and more in NFT.

- Fans can collect and trade NFT.

- Fandom pages can be built by artists and fans.

- Cover video creators can mint NFT in just a few taps.

- Our token is deflationary, holders can get the reward of 5% and

   a $Cake token.
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BENEFITS

$ KPOP is a fan token that is built on Binance smart chain, and its hold-

ers can approach the $KPOP official trade and events via smart con-

tract on the marketplace.

This token can make interact with their favorite artists or

groups from this manifesto.

And rewards can also win including concert tickets, cashback

offers from the online shops, digital badges, and $KPOP NFTs.

This token provides a high yield farming function to every

incentivized holder and every transaction done with $KPOP.

This token lock staking facility is present in this manifesto. The

longer the lock, the higher the yield.
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MOBILE APPLICATIONS

To further develop the digital KPOP community, a cloud-native mobile 

application is being developed to provide token holders a way to support 

their KPOP groups, exchange ideas, send trade goods and enjoy VIP 

content from their favorite KPOP groups.

For a short-term release, the app will start providing token holder services 

such as digital wallets, yield farming integration, token trading, and general 

ad flow.

For the long-term roadmap, news feeds, content groups, and 

marketplaces will be created and designed for a crossplatform experi-

ence in combination to secure the rights of KPOP groups and agencies.

As the KPOP fan token community grows, the KPOP fan token team will 

be asking for more feedback to understand the priorities or if other 

experiences need to be added to the road map.
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NFT

NFTs and cryptocurrency draw K-pop labels behind BTS, Black pink,

Twice, and other groups as they seek new ways to persuade fans to

part with their money. Already we know that K-Pop subgroups BTS,

Black pink, and many other acts have claimed the partnership with

cryptocurrency and NFT issuers.

This consists of creating the metaverse and virtual stars. These

initiatives are the rise of cryptocurrency and non-fungible tokens.

Like Facebook K-pop focused entertainment companies based in

South Korea are on popular digital trends.

With the climb of NFT this year, especially in the entertainment and

art fields to sell digital recordings based n blocks of transferable

properties for digital works of art. Hype announce to fans to invest in

cryptocurrency

Hybe also said that they are partnering with the largest

cryptocurrency operator in South Korea. These include not only Kpop 

stars but also Justin Beiber, Ariana Grande, and many others.

Black pink is also investing soon to launch an NFT business funded

by several entertainment and business entities. And these entertainment 

giants are the most prominent adopters of

NFTs in South Korea. Entertainment companies and investors are

elaborating on NFTs, metaverse, and cryptocurrencies. NFTs have

lifted the concerns about the environmental impact of blockchain

technology.
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TIPS FOR MINTING NFT

Upload your work( image, video, audio, or 3D art) add title or description, 

and modify your NFT with properties, stats, and unlockable content.

Edit drag-n-drop professional photo edit tool with just a few

taps.

Choose between transaction, fixed price listings, and delining

price listings.

You can choose how you want to sell your NFTs and we help

you sell them.
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TOKENOMICS

$KPOP is a deflationary token and by holding this token you can earn a

$cake token on each transaction.

Rewards:

5% of each transaction is redistributed to token holders in $Cake.

You must have 300,000,000 $KPOP to receive this.

Marketing:

5% marketing will be spent on high terrific websites and offline billboards.

Liquidity:

1% is added to liquidity pool.

Set slippage to 11% ~ 13% when buy and sell $KPOP Token

Reward Reward

Liquidity
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ROAD MAP

PHASE 1

- Website launch

- Social media launch

- NFT marketplace development

- NFT marketplace backend development

- Token Per sale

- Online and offline marketing

- CMC and CG listing

- Pancake swap listing

PHASE 2

- NFT marketplace front-end development

- NFT editing filter software development

- Quality assurance and quality control

- Centralized exchange listing such as Coin base,

- Binance, Hot bit, Ku coin, and more

PHASE 3

- Launch complete NFT marketplace.

- Collaborate with entertainment companies for the NFT project.

- Online marketing

- Celebrity marketing
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CONCLUSION

The Crypto world is expanding day by day and this idea is providing hope 

and new ways for people to support KPOP. This project is based on a 

KPOP token which is a deflationary token and holding this token in the 

wallet will reward the holder $Cake tokens in each transaction.

KPOP platform provides an easy tool to create a fandom page with fea-

tures to create NFT and airdrop with a few clicks. By holding this token 

you can meet with your favorite stars and artists can release new content 

worldwide instantly and cost- efficiently.

KPOP ARENA is the premier K-Pop NFT trading platform that will connect 

artists & fans on a blockchain network, forming a blockchain based com-

munity to deliver innovative digital contents . New era of K-Pop begins 

with KPOP ARENA!


